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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
Carmen was the opera of my childhood in France; its passionate narrative has 
lived with me throughout the years. The female protagonist resonated with me 
in an unforgettable way—her freedom, strong character, and experience of 
men—as it mirrored my own mother’s life. I had a profound desire to reinvent 
Carmen, to breathe new life, and a fresh and contemporary perspective into her 
story. As if to reinvent my mother’s story. To give her another chance. To that 
end, this movie is not a re-telling or adaptation of Carmen, but a Carmen from a 
parallel universe. 

I also wanted to make a movie to experiment with movement, music and dance. 
On stage, dance, music, lights, costumes, all come together as a single 
experience, where none of the elements should conflict with one another, but 
rather coexist as a coherent work of art. I approached this complete re-imagining 
of Carmen in the same way as I approach dance. 

And since dance is the language of dreams, it was inevitable that the film would 
navigate between dream and reality, the mystical and the earthly. My conscious 
and subconscious. 

Nicholas Britell and I spoke about the music for the film for years before we 
began production. The original Carmen evokes a complex tapestry of cultures. 
We wanted to include those as well as remain open to and discover other 
influences that emerged from our own exploration. I asked Nicholas to write a 
few pieces ahead of time—dances and songs, but also score. His music inspired 
such visceral imagery and atmosphere. Our collaboration was a dance of sorts, 
taking turns in whom was leading. The result is a rich landscape of music, fully 
connected to the narrative and visuals. 

 

Benjamin Millepied 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COMPOSER & SONGWRITER STATEMENT 
It was such a special experience for me to work with Benjamin and help bring 
his vision of Carmen to life. When Benjamin first approached me about 
“Carmen”, I remember feeling strongly that I didn’t want to “update” or “re-
arrange” any of Bizet’s music. There are already so many incredible adaptations 
of Carmen and of Bizet’s score and songs. We wanted our approach to be quite 
different: to write an original score and original songs, imagining this as a 
Carmen from a parallel universe. This approach also felt right given Benjamin’s 
instincts to take an experimental and dream-based approach to the feeling of 
the film. 

For the original songs, I was able to work closely with a truly phenomenal group 
of collaborators: Julieta Venegas, Taura Stinson, and The D.O.C. Over the course 
of approximately 2 years, we experimented with various approaches to the 
songs: Julieta, Taura, and DOC each brought their own unique perspectives and 
brilliance to the project. Benjamin had a very specific concept for where and 
how he wanted the songs to be featured in the course of the film. While all of the 
songs are based in the reality of each moment, that sense of “reality” varies 
through the course of the film and from song to song. 

Writing the original score for “Carmen” was, in many senses, the final chapter 
of the creation for me. All the songs and dances had to be written before 
filming, but it was the score that remained to be crafted once editing began. I 
had already spent many years discussing musical ideas with Benjamin (and 
writing certain ideas for him). However, it was once I had the early edits of the 
film from Benjamin that I was able to think through how the score would 
integrate into the movie’s structure. The finished score features orchestra, much 
sonic experimentation and synthesizer, and a men’s and women’s choir. The 
choir was the final discovery for me and Benjamin. Throughout the film, one 
hears a choir integrated into the instrumental score; the lyrics they are singing 
are in French and drawn from the original opera’s lyrics from 1875 by Henri 
Meilhac and Ludovic Halévy. There is thus a sort of almost mystical 
counterpoint in the score between the original opera and Benjamin’s “Carmen”. 

 

Nicholas Britell 

 



 

SYNOPSIS 

“CARMEN” follows a young and fiercely independent woman who is forced to 
flee her home in the Mexican desert following the brutal murder of her mother. 
Carmen (MELISSA BARRERA) survives a terrifying and dangerous illegal border 
crossing into the US, only to be confronted by a lawless volunteer border guard, 
who cold-bloodedly murders two other immigrants in her group. When the 
border guard and his patrol partner, Aidan (PAUL MESCAL)—a Marine with 
PTSD—become embroiled in a deadly standoff, Carmen and Aidan are forced to 
escape together. They make their way north towards Los Angeles in search of 
Carmen’s mother’s best friend, the mercurial Masilda (ROSSY DE PALMA) and 
owner of La Sombra nightclub - a sanctuary of music and dance. Carmen and 
Aidan find both solace and their unwavering love for one another in the safety of 
Masilda’s magical refuge, but time is running out as the police hunt closes in. 

 

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 
The Genesis of the Film 
In his feature film directorial debut, Benjamin Millepied—one of the world’s 
foremost choreographers—co-writes, directs, and choreographs this bold and 
complete re-imagining of the iconic opera, Carmen. 

With a script from Millepied, Academy Award-winning screenwriter, Alexander 
Dinelaris, (“Birdman or (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance)”) and Loïc Barrère, 
Millepied’s “Carmen” is initially set in Mexico with the story moving swiftly 
across the border and into California. The story is mostly told through dance and 
movement. Carmen and her mother, Zilah’s, dancing in the film is an expression 
of freedom, pleasure, independence and defiance. While the film opens with Zilah 
performing pure flamenco dance movements, Carmen is her own creature, with 
her own language. 

Symbolism plays a pivotal and very intentional role in the film for Millepied. He 
says: “Zilah dies, Carmen buries her and sets the house on fire, but the fire 
quickly appears at Aidan’s feet. I connect life and death, Carmen and Zilah, Zilah 
and Aidan, through their journey across the border. Aidan in some ways is 
already dead, traumatized by his experiences as a soldier, Carmen accompanies 
him to his final death, while he accompanies her to life. Zilah, Carmen, Masilda, 
are deeply connected across life and death. Symbols like the child, and the 
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Mirrored man, that reappear throughout the film are the characters of dreams, 
relating to death. It was important to me that the journey felt like a dream.  

The original opera Carmen, set in Spain, was based on the novella by Prosper 
Mérimée, and thought to be inspired by stories of the gypsy communities of 
Andalucía and Pushkin’s poem The Gypsies, but Millepied wanted to make this an 
American story. He says: “I've lived in America for most of my life, arriving when 
I was 16. I felt strongly that the film had to be set in a place that I related to, a 
place in which I have a real visceral relationship. So, while I'm French, I consider 
myself an immigrant and part of the US as I've been given incredible 
opportunities here. I also feel very emotionally involved with many of the issues 
that are happening in America. Setting the film in the US also reflects my love for 
the landscape of this country, as well as the atmosphere and some of the 
cinematic history that I really love and appreciate.” 

Paris-based producer Dimitri Rassam had been aware of Millepied’s desire to 
direct his first feature for some time. The two had many conversations about 
Millepied’s deep knowledge and passion for the opera Carmen. He says: “Our 
“Carmen” is a dramatic story in song and dance that has been completely thought 
through for the big screen.” 

“One of the aspects of “Carmen” that makes it a timeless story is that, at the 
center, is an incredible woman and her aspirations for freedom. Benjamin had a 
vision that would set the story in a contemporary world, but that would also be 
true to the spirit of the original, without being derivative. Benjamin has a 
tremendous amount of respect for the original work and this film is, in a way, 
about his relationship with that history.” Rassam adds. 

“For me, it was about accompanying Benjamin and Nicholas on this journey and 
figuring out what it meant to go down that road. Because, on the one hand, it was 
thrilling and incredible to have so much latitude to embrace a story that has 
literally traversed generations, but, at the same time, we had to justify the 
reasons for making “Carmen” today. By diving into the origins, the roots of 
Carmen, all the way back to Pushkin, but also by embracing Benjamin's vision for 
it, and Nicholas’s, it became something that I think is truly unique. It is a film that 
has its own grammar.  

 

Millepied began to explore his interest in filmmaking by making short films, 
while at the New York City Ballet in his early twenties, where he was both a 
principal dancer and choreographer. His mentor, the legendary American 
choreographer, director, dancer and theatre producer, Jerome Robbins, worked in 
classical ballet for stage, film, and television. For Millepied, Robbins’ film version 
of “West Side Story” is the quintessential filmed musical and a source of early 
inspiration. 
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“That film had a huge impact on me—the low camera angles, the camera and 
coordination, the choreography. I always thought that, if someday, I could make a 
film musical, that it would be Carmen. It remained in the back of my mind all that 
time,” he says. 

Rassam looked to Rosemary Blight, founding partner of Australian indie production 
company Goalpost Pictures to partner with to shoot the film in Australia. 

Blight says. “It’s such a unique project. It is a film that began with music and 
dance, even before the script came into being. With Benjamin a celebrated 
choreographer and Nicholas Britell, a celebrated composer, it was an intriguing 
and exciting prospect. When I read the script, I was very moved by it. It had so 
much emotion and heart, yet it was quite economical. At Goalpost Pictures, 
making films with a strong musical element is part of our heritage, and we’re 
always inspired by projects where there is something important to say that’s 
underlying the story.” 

The world of Los Angeles, including Masilda’s La Sombra nightclub, was recreated 
in Sydney’s sprawling suburbs, while exploratory trips to several Australian 
desert regions revealed landscapes near the remote town of Broken Hill 
startlingly evocative of the Mexican/US border regions. 

The Music 

With music as integral to the story as dance, Millepied’s long-time friend and 
collaborator, the Oscar-nominated composer Nicholas Britell (“Moonlight”, “If 
Beale Street Could Talk”, “Don’t Look Up”, “Succession”), played a key role in 
developing a cinematic language for the film. 

Britell composed the original score for “Carmen” and also co-wrote original songs 
with his frequent collaborator Oscar-nominated Taura Stinson (“Don’t Look Up”, 
“Mudbound”), 

Grammy-winning singer-songwriter Julieta Venegas (“Maria Full of Grace”), and 
legendary rapper and songwriter, Tracy ‘the D.O.C’ Curry (“King Richard”, 
“Straight Outta Compton”). The D.O.C performs a song in the film, portraying the 
character of the fight referee. 

“From the first time I met Benjamin in 2008, we began talking about different 
possible collaborations and projects. I remember being impressed not just with 
his musical knowledge, but with the breadth of his artistic passions,” Britell says. 

The two worked on various projects over the years, including many films and 
commercial projects with Benjamin’s LA Dance Project, while continuing to 
brainstorm ideas for “Carmen”. 
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“With “Carmen”, it was very clear to us that it had to be a complete reimagining 
and to use the original as a starting point for something entirely new and 
different,” Britell says. 

Millepied continues: “I made this movie like I make a ballet. Sometimes, I listen 
to a piece of music for years before I choreograph to it. Here my process was 
similar. Nick and I went back and forth, communicating precisely on what we 
were each seeking to achieve, from moment to moment.” 

Millepied and Britell embarked on a six-year process. Britell explains: “Benjamin 
explored the story side, while I began to think musically—what would that mean 
for the film, both on camera and for score. It was a lot of discussion and 
experimenting with ideas. The film deserved that time, because it’s a project that 
pushes the boundaries of traditional film. 

“It's also wonderful working with directors who love music. And music genuinely 
means a lot to Benjamin. It’s been such a fascinating project for me personally as 
he has taught me a lot about how you can look at dance as almost a physical, visual 
realization of music.” 

Millepied adds: “As a choreographer, the visual ideas are linked to music and 
there was always a sense that we had to create a world drawn from reality—the 
world our characters live in, their cultures, the way they dress—while at the same 
time we wanted an elevated, mysterious, dream-like quality. We were constantly 
navigating the balance between reality and dream. The music is the same. The 
idea was to find inspiration from traditional Mexican music, but Nicholas and I 
listened to music from many parts of the world—from Eastern European voices to 
South West African music—and talked about the combinations we were drawn to. 
I was also very intrigued and curious about the Roma community, and it was 
interesting to discover that a large Roma community live in Mexico.” 

In talking about his early influences around the music of “Carmen”, Millepied says: 
“Carmen is an opera that I grew up with. There was a lot of music around our house; 
my father's side of the family are all musicians. I eventually became interested in 
the other versions of it such as Carlos Saura’s film and subsequent variations 
throughout the decades.” 

Melissa Barrera, and her co-stars Paul Mescal and Rossy de Palma each sing key 
songs in the film. Choir also features significantly in the score. Britell recorded 
the score and choir at London’s Abbey Road Studios. Britell hadn’t initially 
thought he would use choir in the film, but as he and Millepied continued to 
experiment, they came to the realization that the choir’s voices could have a 
dramatic impact on the story and Carmen’s emotional journey. 

Britell explains: “The first time I might have tried using a choir was a quiet 
moment at the beginning of the film when Carmen and Aidan are in a motel 
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having fled the border. I just remember thinking ‘what would happen if, at the 
moment they stop speaking, we heard voices almost like a Greek chorus in a play? 
Would it create an almost ancient kind of sense that there were these other voices 
present in conversation with our protagonists?” 

“I've never done that on a project before where, in the middle of a dialogue 
sequence, a choir (and the score) starts singing. But we tried it out and it was 
fascinating. Benjamin immediately responded to it. As we experimented further 
with the choir, it just felt so natural to the film. Perhaps, there's a sort of poetic, 
spiritual connection there - that we were inspired by an opera and ended up 
having voices in it as a central piece.” 

Academy Award nominated songwriter, Taura Stinson, who most recently co-
wrote the award-winning original song Just Look Up with Britell (“Don’t Look 
Up”) says: "The lyrics had to parallel the juxtaposition of beauty and tragedy in 
the script, while simultaneously matching Nicholas's ethereal music 
compositions. The moment after reading the script, I knew that every single 
word had to be intentional. That, coupled with Nicholas Britell being very 
specific about wanting the songs to feel like relics from an older world, was my 
northern star." 

"What haunted me most was the melody that Nick laid before me like an ethereal 
bed of flowers that my words had to water. It was a magical experience, from 
writing songs on Zoom with Julieta Venegas, to writing in the dark alone... 
waiting for the right words to find me." 

Producer Mimi Valdés says “When Benjamin told me he wanted a hip hop song in 
the film, I knew it had to feel authentic to the genre, but also fulfill his unique 
vision for the movie. Nick Britell is a brilliant musician, and when we discussed 
what MC he could collaborate with, we literally both said at the same time, 
'D.O.C!’ It was personally exciting for me, to reach out to this iconic rapper and 
offer him a chance to collaborate musically on a movie. The man is a legend, and 
what he and Nick created is super special." 

Tracy “The D.O.C.” Curry elaborates “I was introduced to the idea of working 
on CARMEN by my good friend Erykah Badu, who put me in contact with 
Nicholas. I hadn't recorded in nearly two decades, but was excited to work 
with such a decorated artist. It was a real pleasure collaborating with 
Nicholas who has an amazing ear and is a joy to be around.  Benjamin was 
was very supportive and creative with how he helped me understand my role 
and what the character was trying to accomplish. The action was colorful and 
exciting and had the energy of an early NWA record. I felt right at home.” 
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The Cast 

The Los Angeles-based Mexican actress Melissa Barrera came on board early in 
development to play Carmen. Finally, in 2021, she flew to Australia to begin 
weeks of intense dance rehearsals with her co-star, Irish actor, Paul Mescal. 
While Barrera and Mescal are experienced singers, neither had ever danced 
professionally. 

Melissa Barrera says: “I wanted to play Carmen even before I read the script. 
Benjamin is such a creative genius, so just the prospect of the film itself was very 
exciting. It felt so different, like a genre all of its own. 

“When I moved to LA, I was invited to audition for roles that always had to do 
with Mexican drug cartels, and I told my team that I was not interested in feeding 
that stereotype. We are much more than that. Carmen is a woman who’s running 
away from the cartels, so it gave me a little bit of pause, but it's really a story 
about a woman who is looking for freedom, and for safety, and is driven by her 
heart. I feel that's the story of a lot of the immigrants who are stuck at the border 
right now, today. They are fleeing from real danger and want to feel safe. They 
just want a better life for their family,” 

Melissa adds: “The way this story is told is very different. It's kind of like a fever 
dream and maybe this beautiful poetic form is a way for audiences to understand 
and be empathetic to the lives of these people...their motives, and their dreams, 
and what they're fleeing from.” 

In searching for his Carmen, Benjamin was looking for a Mexican actress who 
could sing and dance, but also someone, he says, with “strength and courage and 
mystery and fearlessness, without being cliché.” He looked at thousands of video 
auditions and, although Melissa has never taken dance lessons, she had appeared 
on “So You Think You Can Dance” in Mexico and he was struck by her natural 
instinct for dance. 

“She’s actually an amazing dancer and she can sing really, really well... and she is 
so striking. But she also has the capacity to bring emotional truth to the 
important moments in the film. Melissa is the perfect Carmen.” 

Producer Rosemary Blight and Millepied enlisted the Sydney Dance Company, an 
internationally regarded contemporary Australian dance ensemble to work with 
him. Several dancers from the company appear in the film and a former dancer, 
Holly Doyle, worked closely with Barrera and Mescal, as well as the Sydney 
Dance Company members, to realize Millepied’s ambitious choreography for the 
film. 
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At the same time, Mescal learned to box for a key scene in the film, training every 
day to perfect a fight scene with a boxing professional. The physical demands for 
Barrera and Mescal proved immense, even before filming began in Sydney in 
January 2021. 

Blight says: “Both pre-production and the shoot were arduous. Paul and Melissa 
had to dance, sing, play instruments, and act. Our director is an acclaimed 
choreographer, so it wasn’t like they had to learn just a few dance steps. They 
had to step up to the level of Sydney Dance Company dancers, who are acclaimed 
around the world. They did three to four hours of dance rehearsals a day, for 
weeks and weeks. It's like being an elite athlete. And they did it! Sometimes, I 
thought Melissa Barrera was just going to fly away, she was that good.” 

Mescal adds: “When we arrived in Australia, we quarantined and then we went 
straight into dance rehearsals and training. It was a baptism of fire - going from 
considering the film from afar to becoming a dancer! That was probably what 
intimidated me the most, but there was no better person to be working with than 
Benjamin. He has a really kind energy and was always open to discussions about 
character. 

“I’m also not a boxer, so I worked hard to bridge that gap. Benjamin's a keen and 
avid boxing fan, and it's something I've also grown to love over the process. 
There’s intensity to the film that I think is captured in the boxing scene.” 

The boxing scenes were shot over two physically demanding nights, with Tracy ‘the 
D.O.C’ Curry portraying the fight referee. Mescal’s training partner and on-screen 
opponent was an Australian boxing champion; and they were surrounded by 
Krumpers, dancers recruited from the streets of Sydney, and trained specially for 
the film by Holly Doyle. 

Of Mescal’s performance, Millepied says: “Paul has an incredible ability to say a 
lot, without using too many words to embody Aidan’s withdrawn character. Aidan 
is lost and traumatized by his experiences of war, but he is ultimately brought back 
to life by Carmen.” 

The inimitable and illustrious Spanish actress Rossy de Palma also joined the cast 
in Australia. De Palma plays Carmen’s godmother and the owner of the La Sombra 
nightclub in Los Angeles and offers warmth and refuge to the runaways. Millepied 
points out that his wife, Natalie Portman, suggested the casting of both De Palma 
and Mescal. 

“They were good ideas!” he says. “I had chills when Rossy came on set for the very 
first scene she acted in. I played it back and was mesmerized by her voice—the 
voice of my 20’s from watching her in all the Almodóvar films. It was incredible. 
She had fallen in love with the character of Masilda. She knew it was hers. She 
arrived and she had a thousand ideas, all amazing ideas. She took the dialogue and 
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made it hers, in this very naturalistic way. The first scene that she did was the 
most difficult scene in the movie for her. It was a seven-minute scene that we shot 
as one sequence. We did the first take and that's what ended up in the movie - she 
was outstanding, an unbelievable presence.” Her performance in the scene was so 
electric that the entire cast and crew stopped to clap and cheer for several 
minutes. “It was spine-tingling. I’ve never seen anything like that,” producer 
Rosemary Blight says. 

Creating the Look of the Film 

Millepied discovered during production on “Black Swan”, when rehearsing with 
Natalie Portman, how the camera movements in sync with a dancer could enhance 
the dancers’ movements. His aim with “Carmen” was to create a similar 
experience for Melissa, but using a Steadicam, instead of a handheld camera. The 
dances are almost all long takes, precisely choreographed for the operator, giving 
the audience the chance to be immersed in the scene, and feel like they’re dancing 
with the dancers. 

There are precise camera movements in the dances, but also in many other 
sequences in the film. It was important to Millepied to always make the best 
possible choices for the scene, and avoid all movement of the camera, if 
necessary. He explains: “I love sitting in a frame and watching the bodies of the 
actors moving into it. If you watch the film carefully, there is almost always 
movement, whether it’s the camera moving, the actors moving, or nature in 
movement.” 

Cinematographer, Jörg Widmer ("A Hidden Life", "The Tree of Life”) was essential 
in realizing the films aesthetic vision.  A master of light and movement, who is well 
known for his work with Terence Malick and on the television 
series “Dark", Widmer brought a European aesthetic to the film and a deep 
knowledge of filming dance. Widmer shot 360 degrees for many of the scenes, 
including the 7-minute one-take scene with Rossy De Palma. He says “Rossy is just 
a firework of ideas. She came with such an energy on set. It's really like you open 
the door and the wind blows in. It's just, she’s amazing.” 

His inimitable skill meant that Widmer was able to move his camera around the 
dancers, without restrictions. He explains “So you can see them from all sides 
without restrictions, which was a lighting challenge because you want the actors 
(the dancers in this case) to look amazing. On the other hand, you want to avoid 
shadows when you go around with the cameras so we had to find solutions and the 
solutions we found I'm really proud of.” 

Production designer, Steven Jones-Evans (“Hotel Mumbai”, “The Railway Man”) 
created extraordinary sets, including La Sombra nightclub, so that Widmer could 
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shoot 360 degrees. Other noteworthy sets include Carmen’s mother’s home, set on 
a windy hilltop, which is burnt to the ground after a cartel member murders 
Carmen’s mother. Jones-Evans also created a mysterious carnival set in the desert, 
with fires, Ferris wheel and cast in otherworldly goat-head costumes. He 
collaborated closely with costume designer, Emily Seresin (“The Invisible Man”), 
and the hair and makeup designer, Wendy de Waal (“X-Men Origins: Wolverine”, 
“Pacific Rim: Uprising”), who created the looks for the characters to inhabit this 
‘fever dream’. 

“Because we filmed so much at night, Jörg was constantly checking that I was 
giving him costumes with lustre, something for the camera to catch onto. And, 
likewise, Benjamin, in terms of what he needed for movement. They had a 
wonderful shared vision,” Emily Seresin says. 

Seresin and Widmer also collaborated on the costume design for the ‘mirror man’, 
with Emily sewing small convex mirrors (based on a suggestion from Widmer) 
from car rear-vision mirrors to the costume to reflect the world around him and 
bring the costume alive. 

In designing the sets, Jones-Evans began by listening to Nicholas Britell’s music. He 
found it so evocative that he was immediately able to begin imagining the settings 
for the characters. He based Zilah’s home (Carmen’s mother) on modest rock and 
render houses, close to the border wall in Mexico, in places such as Tijuana. There 
is a sense of constant danger in the harsh environment and, to create it, meant a 
week of arduous work for the art department in scorching heat with flies and dust. 
The film opens with Zilah dancing on a makeshift dancefloor, the house in the 
background and the desert reaching to the horizon. The set was then destroyed as 
part of the film’s narrative, as Carmen burns their home to the ground before 
fleeing for America. 

Along with the burning of the house, the film is filled with striking visual images, 
like dreamscapes of the night-time carnival and the mood lighting and surrealist 
murals of nightclub La Sombra. Along with the performances and the music, they 
are images that Millepied hopes will stir the subconscious and evoke an emotional 
response in cinema audiences. 

Producer Dimitri Rassam says: “The film is true to its core about the journey that 
we've set for Carmen between Mexico and Los Angeles, but there's something 
completely universal to it, which, in many ways, echoes how the different 
iterations of Carmen, whether it's the opera, the novel, or even the poem – have 
inspired people around the world.” 
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CAST 

Melissa Barrera as Carmen 
 

Paul Mescal as Aidan 
 

Rossy de Palma as Masilda 
 

Nicole Da Silva as Julieanne  
 

Benedict Hardie as Mike 
 

Elsa Pataky as Gabrielle 
 

Tracy ‘the D.O.C.’ Curry  
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FILMMAKERS 

Director 
Benjamin Millepied 

 
Screenplay by 

Alex Dinelaris, Loïc Barrère, Benjamin Millepied 
 

Screen Story by 
Benjamin Millepied & Loïc Barrère 

 
Producers 

Dimitri Rassam p.g.a, Rosemary Blight p.g.a, Mimi Valdés 
 

Executive Producers 
Nicholas Britell, Tim Lafon, Ben Grant, Kylie du Fresne, 

Matthieu Prada, Lynn Fainchtein, David Lancaster, 
Stephanie Wilcox, Helen Estabrook, Matthew Gledhill 

 
Choreographer 

Benjamin Millepied 
 

Director of Photography 
Jörg Widmer 

 
Original Score 

Nicholas Britell 
 

Original Songs 
Nicholas Britell, Taura Stinson, Julieta Venegas, Tracy 

‘the D.O.C.’ Curry 

Editing 
Dany Cooper 

 
Production Design 

Steven Jones Evans APDG 
 

Costume Design 
Emily Seresin 
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Make Up & Hair Designer 

Wendy De Waal 
 

Production Sound Mixer 
Yves-Marie Omnes 

 
Supervising Sound Designer 

Niv Adiri 
 

Music Supervisor 
Lynn Fainchtein 

 
Music Director 

Matthew Dunkley 
 

Casting 
Nikki Barrett CGA, CSA 

 
Line Producer 

Jonny Kennerly 
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CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

MELISSA BARRERA (CARMEN) 

Melissa Barrera captivated audiences with her exceptional performance in Warner 
Brother's movie adaptation of Lin-Manuel Miranda's Broadway musical "In the 
Heights," directed by Jon M. Chu. Barrera received rave reviews, with IndieWire 
calling her casting "perfection" and her on-screen presence "compelling." She 
received a 2022 Satellite Award nomination for Actress in a Motion Picture, 
Comedy or Musical for her performance. 

Barrera can currently be seen in the Netflix global hit “Keep Breathing” which 
premiered #1 in the Top 10 and remained there for weeks. Starring as ‘Eve,’ a 
savvy and sharp Manhattan attorney, she finds herself alone battling for survival 
in the Canadian wilderness when her small plane crashes. 

Earlier this year, Barrera again had audiences on the edge of their seats as the lead 
in Paramount and Spy Glass Media’s latest installment of the iconic horror 
franchise “Scream”. "Scream" was a box office success, and Paramount and 
Spyglass greenlit a sequel shortly thereafter. Barrera reprises her role in the next 
installment which began production in Montreal this Summer 2022 and is set for a 
March 31, 2023 release. 

Barrera will also lead STX’s supernatural thriller “Bed Rest”, in which Barrera not 
only stars but produced. After years of struggling to start a family, Julie Rivers 
(Barrera) is pregnant again and moving into a new home with her husband as they 
embrace a fresh start. Upon being ordered to mandatory bed rest, Julie begins to 
slowly unravel as she suffers through the monotony and anxiety of her new 
constraints. 

Barrera continues in her role as a Global Brand Ambassador for the #1 prestige 
beauty brand, Clinique. She is the first Latina representing the brand globally. 

Last year, Barrera could be seen in the independent film “All The World Is 
Sleeping,” which premiered at the New York Latino Film Festival. Fighting for her 
own life and the ones she loves, a Chicana in New Mexico sinks deeper into her 
addiction while struggling to surface for her daughter. 

She began her career starring in popular telenovelas in her native country of 
Mexico, including "La mujer de Judas" and "La otra cara del alma" as well as the 
renowned "Siempre tuya Acapulco" and "Tanto amor.” She has starred as Lyn in 
STARZ's critically acclaimed series "Vida" and Mía González in Netflix's "Club de 
Cuervos." An accomplished singer, she's starred in musicals such as "Spring 
Awakening," "Young Frankenstein" and the Spanish pop-rock musical "Hoy no me 
puedo levantar" at the Teatro Aldama in Mexico City. 
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Off-screen, Barrera is an advocate for inspiring change, setting an example, and 
motivating others to use their voice. She has collaborated with Bold Futures, a non-
profit that leads policy change, research, place-based organizing, and culture shift 
by and for women and people of color in New Mexico.  

PAUL MESCAL (AIDAN)  
BAFTA TV Award winner and Emmy nominated actor Paul Mescal trained at The Lir 
Academy, Ireland’s National Academy of Dramatic Art. Immediately after 
graduating, Paul was cast in the title role of “The Great Gatsby” at Dublin’s 
prestigious Gate Theatre. This was the first of several consecutive leading stage 
roles in both Dublin and London. His credits include: The Red Shoes, Asking For It, 
The Plough And The Stars, A Portrait Of an Artist as a Young Man and A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. 

Paul has also appeared in Lisa McGee’s new TV drama “The Deceived” and short 
film “Drifting”. In January 2020, Paul played the title role in Martin McDonagh’s 
critically-acclaimed “The Lieutenant of Inishmore”, to outstanding reviews. 

Paul is most well known for playing the lead role of Connell in the adaptation of 
the Sally Rooney novel “Normal People”, directed by Lenny Abrahamson. Paul won 
the 2021 BAFTA TV Award for Leading Actor for his role as Connell and was also 
nominated at the 72nd Primetime Emmy Awards for Leading Actor in a Limited 
Series and the Critics’ Choice Award 2021. In 2020, Paul was named a Screen 
International Star of Tomorrow and one of The Hollywood Reporter’s Next Gen 
Talent.  

Paul was most recently seen in Maggie Gyllenhaal’s acclaimed directional 
debut “The Lost Daughter”.  

He will also star in leading roles in A24’s Psychological Drama “God’s 
Creatures” alongside Emily Watson, Aftersun alongside Frankie 
Corio, “Foe” alongside Saoirse Ronan and “History Of Sound” with Josh O’Connor. 
Paul is currently filming “Strangers” alongside Andrew Scott, Claire Foy and Jamie 
Bell. 

Paul will star as Stanley in A Streetcar Named Desire at the Almedia Theatre, 
starting December 2022. 

  

ROSSY DE PALMA (MASILDA) 
Rossy De Palma, an emblematic actress of Spanish cinema, was revealed to the 
general public by Pedro Almodovar in 1986 in “Law of Desire”; with him she 
made “Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown” (1988), “Tie Me Up! Tie Me 
Down!” (1989), “Kika” (1993), “The Flower of My Secret” (1995), “Broken 
Embraces” (2009), “Julieta” (2016) and “Parallel Mothers” (2021). Her film 
career became international in 1990, under the direction of Robert Altman, “Prêt 
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à Porter” (1994), Mike Figgis, “The Loss of Sexual Innocence” (1999), Karim 
Dridi, “Foul Play” (1998), Patrice Leconte, “Do Not Disturb” (2014), Mehdi 
Charef, “Graziella” (2015), “Amanda Sthers, “Madame” (2017) and Terry Gilliam, 
“The Man Who Killed Don Quixote (2018). From New York to Paris, she is also 
admired on the great stages of Theatre and Opera. A multidisciplinary artist and 
fashion muse, Rossy de Palma's rebellious yet endearing personality has seduced 
many designers from the world of Haute Couture, Music, Photography and the 
Arts in general. 

 
THE D.O.C (THE REFEREE) 
Tracy “the D.O.C” Curry has a 35 year career in music production. As an artist and 
writer, he has  been a part of some of the most influential music in Hip Hop 
working alongside acts like Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg and Eazy E. Tracy ‘the D.O.C’ 
Curry was a member of the groundbreaking group NWA and helped to usher in the 
era of West Coast Hip Hop as co-founder of labels Ruthless and Death Row Records. 
After the release of his own platinum debut, Tracy ‘the D.O.C’ Curry suffered a near 
fatal car crash which crushed his larynx and destroyed his voice, stalling his 
amazing rise as a performer but enhancing his desire to become a better producer 
of art. After a 32 year hiatus from in front of the camera, Tracy ‘the D.O.C’ Curry is 
returning to his roots as an entertainer this time adding acting to his portfolio. In 
movies like “Gasoline Alley” (starring Bruce Willis), the HBO series “Winning 
Time: The Rise of the Lakers Dynasty”, and his own documentary” God’s Voice”, 
Tracy ‘the D.O.C’ Curry is proving faith and perseverance are the keys to a 
successful life. 
 
 
BENEDICT HARDIE (MIKE) 
Benedict Hardie is an Australian actor whose feature film credits include Leigh 
Whannell’s “The Invisible Man”, opposite Elisabeth Moss; “Judy & Punch” directed 
by Mirrah Foulkes; “Upgrade” also from Leigh Whannell; and the Oscar-winning 
“Hacksaw Ridge”, directed by Mel Gibson. He also has great supporting roles in 
“The Water Diviner” with Russell Crowe, “The Light Between Oceans” with 
Michael Fassbender, and many other features. His television credits include the 
BBC Series “The Luminaries”, “Mr. Inbetween” for FX, “Eden” and “The Commons 
for Stan”, “Secret City”, “Molly” and “Deadline Gallipoli”. He can next be seen in 
the upcoming feature films “The Drovers Wife: The Legend of Molly Johnson”, and 
Russell Crowe's “Pokerface”, as well as the upcoming BBC/HBO Max Series “The 
Tourist” and “Total Control” for ABC. 

 
RICHARD BRANCATISANO (PABLO) 

A regular on film and television screens for almost two decades, he starred as 
the lead role, Alex, in the Peter Andrikidis directed Australian feature film, “Alex 
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& Eve”, as well as Matt Latanzi in the Nine mini-series “Hopelessly Devoted to 
You”. Overseas, Richie starred as series regular, Dominic Russo, on the ABC 
(USA) television series “Chasing Life”. His other credits include the feature film 
“Bait”, and television series “Harrow”, “Dance Academy”, “Reef Doctors”, 
“Dripping in Chocolate”, “Underbelly”, “The Elephant Princess”, “Home & 
Away”, and “White Collar Blue”. 

 

FILMMAKER BIOGRAPHIES 
 

DIRECTOR, CO-WRITER, CHOREOGRAPHER – BENJAMIN MILLEPIED 
Benjamin Millepied is a world-renowned choreographer, dancer and writer-
director. In 2010, Benjamin choreographed and starred in the Oscar winning 
feature “Black Swan”. Since then, he has directed a number of short films, 
commercials and music videos in collaboration with artists including Philip Glass, 
Mark Bradford, IO Echo, Lil Buck, and Zeds Dead. He also directed a short film for 
luxury jewelry brand Van Cleef and Arpels based on his original choreography 
entitled “Reflections”. 

Millepied was born in Bordeaux, France, and grew up in Senegal until age five, 
where he began dancing. He has lived and worked in the United States since 
joining the New York City Ballet in 1995, where he became a soloist in 1998 and a 
principal in 2001. During his time with NYCB, Benjamin performed a vast 
repertory of works by George Balanchine and Jerome Robbins and originated 
rolesin ballets by Alexei Ratmansky, Christopher Wheeldon, Mauro Bigonzetti, 
Angelin Preljoçaj, Peter Martins, and Jerome Robbins.  

Benjamin began to choreograph in 2001. He founded a pick-up troupe, Danses 
Concertantes, in 2002, a vehicle for his choreography and commissions. In 2006, 
he served as a choreographer-in residence at The Baryshnikov Arts Center. That 
year, he created the solo "Years Later" for Mikhail Baryshnikov. Since 2005, he has 
choreographed for New York City Ballet, Paris Opera Ballet, San Francisco Ballet, 
American Ballet Theatre, Berlin Staatsoper, The Mariinsky Ballet, Pacific 
Northwest Ballet, Lyon Opera Ballet, Geneva Ballet, and Dutch National Ballet. 

Millepied moved to Los Angeles in 2012 and co-founded the L.A. Dance Project 
with Charles Fabius. Since its inception, the company has given hundreds of 
performances at prestigious venues worldwide and site-specific performances in 
non-traditional venues, and worked on multiple commissioned dance films. In 
2018, he opened 2245, a new home for rehearsals and performances for the L.A. 
Dance Project in Los Angeles. Millepied views the company as a new model for 
dance organization in America, from both an artistic and economic perspective. In 
January 2013, the Paris Opera Ballet appointed Millepied as its new Director. 
While at the helm, he created a dance medicine program at Paris Opera, launched 
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a digital stage, and commissioned new works by William Forsythe, Jerome Bel, 
Wayne McGregor, Justin Peck, Crystal Pite, Tino Seghal, and revived works by 
Anna T. Keersmaeker and Maguy Marin. He also invited Batscheva for the first 
time to the Paris Opera. 

Millepied resigned from the Paris Opera in 2016 to pursue his career as a 
choreographer and filmmaker. A documentary about his tenure at the Paris opera 
titled “Reset” can be seen on Amazon. 

Millepied is a past recipient of the prestigious "Bourse Lavoisier" scholarship 
from the French government; a winner of the Prix de Lausanne; a recipient of 
SAB's Mae. L. Wien Award for Outstanding Promise; and a United States Artists 
Wynn Fellow in Dance. In 2010, he was awarded the Chevalier of the Order of 
Arts and Letters by the French Ministry of Culture. 

 
PRODUCER - DIMITRI RASSAM 
Driven by its passionate founder Dimitri Rassam, CHAPTER 2 produces premium 
full-length features and TV series based on strong IPs and original concepts. 
Starting his career 15 years ago, Dimitri Rassam has produced over 20 features. 
He also gained the respect of his peers in the cinema industry by winning 
prestigious awards at internationally renowned events such as the French César, 
Bafta and selection in the Cannes Film Festival. 

Dimitri Rassam recently wrapped the shoot of “The Three Musketeers” (2023) by 
Martin Bourboulon starring François Civil, Vincent Cassel, Romain Duris, Pio 
Marmai, Eva Green, Louis Garrel, Vicky Krieps, Jacob Fortune-Lloyd, Lyna Khoudri 
etc. The two movies are now in post-production and are slated for release in Easter 
and Christmas of 2023. 

He also has recently co-produced Emanuele Crialese’s next film “L'Immensità” 
(2022) starring Penelope Cruz and premiering at the 79th Venice International 
Film Festival and he is currently producing Kirill Serebrennikov's first English-
language film “Limonov: the ballad of Eddie” (2023) starring Ben Wishaw. 

 
PRODUCER - ROSEMARY BLIGHT 
Rosemary Blight is a founding partner at Goalpost Pictures and one of Australia’s 
most experienced producers, known for making distinctive film and television. 
Rosemary’s most recent credits include I Am Woman directed by Unjoo Moon; 
Executive Producer on Universal’s “The Invisible Man”, written and directed by 
Leigh Whannell and starring Elisabeth Moss; and the revisionist western drama 
series “New Gold Mountain”. She is currently producing “Black Snow” starring 
Travis Fimmel and is Executive Producer on Amazon's original movie “Five Blind 
Dates”. Other credits include “Top End Wedding”, co-written and starring 
Miranda Tapsell and directed by Wayne Blair; “The Sapphires” which premiered 
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at Cannes; the internationally acclaimed drama series “Cleverman & Felony”, 
directed by Matthew Saville and starring Joel Edgerton & Tom Wilkinson. 
Rosemary Executive Produced Leigh Whannell's “Upgrade”, co-produced with US 
independent production powerhouse Blumhouse and the screen adaptation of 
Timothy Conigrave’s bestselling novel “Holding The Man; The Tree”, starring 
Charlotte Gainsbourg which was the closing night film at the Cannes Film 
Festival. 

PRODUCER - MIMI VALDÉS 
For over twenty-five years, award-winning multi-hyphenate (producer, director, 
chief creative officer, writer, editor, speaker) Mimi Valdés has championed the 
inclusion of diversity within pop culture. Mimi's background in journalism—she's 
a former editor-in-chief of VIBE and Latina magazines—provides a road map for 
each of her projects. Whether influencing the creation of the groundbreaking 24- 
hour-music video “Happy”; co-producing Sundance Film Festival and Cannes Film 
Festival indie darling Dope (2015); serving as an executive producer on the Oscar-
nominated film Hidden Figures (2016); producing Roxanne Roxanne (2018), a 
biopic about hip hop icon Roxanne Shante; or overseeing film and television 
endeavors for Pharrell Williams’s creative collective i am OTHER and Mahershala 
Ali’s production company Know Wonder, she creates culturally impactful stories 
that celebrate diversity. In 2020, Mimi and Ali's Know Wonder production team 
won the Emmy for Outstanding Children’s Program for HBO’s We Are The Dream: 
The Kids Of The Oakland MLK Oratorical Fest. Regardless of the medium, venue or 
audience, Mimi's message stays true to her core belief that storytelling should 
entertain, educate and inspire humanity. A passion to influence the next 
generation of storytellers is reflective in all that Mimi does. She’s a proud alumna 
of New York University’s prestigious journalism program. A native New Yorker 
and Afro-Latina, she resides in Brooklyn and Los Angeles with her husband. 

WRITER - ALEX DINELARIS 
Alexander Dinelaris is an American screenwriter and producer, member of the 
Writer’s Guild of America, the Dramatists Guild of America and the New York 
Theater Workshop. In 2014, he became an Academy Award and Golden Globe 
winner for the screenplay of “Birdman or (The Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance)”. 
He is also known for his achievements in theater, especially with the writing of the 
book of the Broadway musical “On Your Feet” about the life of Gloria Estefan. After 
co-producing the Oscar-winning film “The Revenant”, he continued his successful 
collaboration with Alejandro G. Iñarrítu with the writing of the TV show “The One 
Percent”. Recently, he started the development and the writing of Guillermo Del 
Toro's next film 
 
WRITER - LOÏC BARRÈRE 
Student at the prestigious French cinema school La Femis in the screenplay 
department between 2003 and 2007, Loïc Barrère attended the writing 
workshops of Jacques Doillon, Guillaume Nicloux and Israël Horovitz. He followed 
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directing classes animated by Philippe Garrel, Jean-Claude Brisseau and Cédric 
Klapisch. Loïc Barrère has since collaborated in the writing of several screenplays 
for cinema and television while developing his personal projects. He continued to 
progress within the production of short and medium films with the scripting of 
the mini-series “Germinal” in 2021, released on the Salto platform and later 
broadcast on France 2. 

 
COMPOSER & SONGWRITER - NICHOLAS BRITELL 
Emmy-winning and three-time Academy Award nominated composer, pianist, 
and producer Nicholas Britell is known for his critically acclaimed scores on 
feature films with Academy Award winning writer-directors Barry Jenkins and 
Adam McKay. In 2016, Britell was responsible for the world-renowned score for 
Best Picture winner “Moonlight”, written and directed by Jenkins. Britell 
received his first Academy Award, Golden Globe, and Critics’ Choice nominations 
for “Moonlight” as well as the 2016 Hollywood Music in Media Award for Best 
Original Score (Dramatic Feature). In 2018, Britell wrote the highly acclaimed 
score for Barry Jenkins’ “If Beale Street Could Talk”. Britell received his second 
Academy Award nomination, BAFTA, and Critics’ Choice nominations for Beale 
Street and was awarded Best Original Score by numerous critics’ groups. 
Previous film scores include McKay’s “The Big Short” and “Vice”, Disney’s box 
office hit “Cruella”, and Netflix’s “The King”, among others. 

Britell’s most recent film work includes writing the score and co-writing and 
producing two original songs for McKay’s Netflix comedy “Don’t Look Up” 
starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Jennifer Lawrence, which earned him Academy 
Award and BAFTA nominations for Best Original Score and multiple Critics’ 
Choice nominations. Britell won the 2021 Hollywood Music In Media Award for 
Best Score – Feature Film and received two nominations for Original Song Just 
Look Up and On-Screen Performance for Just Look Up, which he co-wrote with 
Ariana Grande, Scott Mescudi and Taura Stinson. He also won an SCL Award for 
Outstanding Original Song for a Comedy. Britell’s upcoming film projects include 
writing the score for Jenkins’ “The Lion King” for Walt Disney Pictures. 

For television, Britell won an Emmy for Outstanding Original Main Title Theme as 
well as the 2018 Hollywood Music in Media Award for Best Original Score (TV 
Show/Limited Series) for “Succession” Season 1 for which he re-teamed with 
McKay who directed the pilot. Britell’s score and main title theme have become 
some of the most talked about music for television. As the Guardian put it, “Britell 
composed the definitive TV Theme of the 21st Century.” He has continued his work 
on Succession with scoring Seasons 2 and 3; he begins Season 4 later this year. 

Britell’s score to Barry Jenkins’ critically acclaimed limited series “The 
Underground Railroad” was recognized in 2021 with an Emmy nomination for 
Outstanding Music Composition. In addition, Britell recently collaborated with 
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Grammy-winning artist Robert Glasper on the score for McKay’s HBO drama 
series “Winning Time: The Rise of the Lakers Dynasty”. 

Britell is a Steinway Artist, a Creative Associate of the Juilliard School, and an 
honors and Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Harvard University. 
 
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY - JÖRG WIDMER 
Jörg Widmer was born and raised in Germany. After working as an assistant 
photographer for six years in fashion, stills and car photography, he started his 
career in the film industry with an internship at a broadcast company. There, he 
discovered a flair for Steadicam and, with this mode the metier of his cinematic 
tool box, has built a much-revered career both as Director of Photography and as a 
Steadicam operator. Jörg has received worldwide attention as a cinematographer 
with films like “Buena Vista Social Club” and “Pina”, both directed by Wim 
Wenders, as well as Terrence Malick’s “A Hidden Life”. He is well known for his 
collaborations with Malick and cinematographer Emannuel Lubezki, working 
alongside the duo as 2nd unit DOP and camera operator on both “Tree of Life” and 
“To the Wonder”, and as camera operator on “Song to Song” and “Knight of Cups”. 
As 2nd unit DOP, Jörg’s credits include “Babel”, “Inglourious Basterds”, “Mission 
Impossible III” and the acclaimed German Netflix series “Dark”. Jörg’s work as a 
camera operator/Steadicam operator includes collaborations with Michelangelo 
Antonioni, Steven Spielberg, John Schlesinger, Roman Polanksi, Tom Tykwer, 
Michael Haneke, Ridley Scott and many more. Amongst his long list of credits are 
films such as “Schindler’s List”, “V for Vendetta”, “The Pianist”, “The White 
Ribbon” and “The Girl in the Spider’s Nest”. 

 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER - STEVEN JONES EVANS 
Steven Jones-Evans is one of Australia’s most prominent and prolific production 
designers. Steven’s recent credits include the psychological horror film, “Relic”– 
for which Steven was nominated for an APDG Award for Best Production Design in 
Feature Film; “Hotel Mumbai”, which earned him an AACTA Award nomination for 
Best Production Design; the critically acclaimed “Breath”; “Partisan” and “The 
Daughter”, which was also AACTA nominated for Best Production Design. Steven’s 
other credits include “The Railway Man”, the NBC Universal/Matchbox television 
series “Camp”, “Adoration”, “Burning Man” and “The Hunter”, with the latter two 
earning him AACTA nominations for Best Production Design, “The Tree”, 
“Unthinkable”, “Knowing”, “Buffalo Soldiers”, “Two Hands”, “Ned Kelly”, “Metal 
Skin” and “Romper Stomper”, as well as the television series “Wildside”. His work 
has earned numerous nominations and his awards include the AFI award for Best 
Production Design in 1995 for “Metal Skin” and again in 2003 for “Ned Kelly”. 
Steven also won the IF award for Best Production Design in 2003 for “Ned Kelly”. 
Steven is currently working on the anthology series, “Roar”, for Made Up Stories 
and Blossom Films. 
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COSTUME DESIGNER – EMILY SERESIN 
Emily Seresin was born in New-Zealand and has been working in Australia as a 
costume designer since 1995 with directors such as John Curran, Cate Shortland, 
Scott Hicks and Jane Campion. Emily has been nominated 6 times for an AFI 
award for Best Costume Design for “Praise”, “Two Hands”, “Clubland”, “The Night 
We Called It A Day”, “The Hunter” and winning in 2004 for “Somersault”. Emily 
trained in the UK with designers including Marit Allen and Milena Canonero 
working on films and commercials with directors such as Agnieska Holland, Louis 
Malle, Storm Thorgerson and Ridley Scott. When Emily first moved to Australia 
she worked as Costume Supervisor on “Priscilla Queen of the Desert” and “Vacant 
Possession”. In 1995 Emily was Costume Designer for the film “Praise”, directed 
by John Curran and later that year for Gregor Jordon’s “Two Hands”. In the 
following two years she was Costume Designer on Samantha Lang’s film 
“Monkey’s Mask” and Emma Kate Croghan’s “Strange Planet”. Following this 
Emily designed costumes for Paul Goldman’s “The Night We Called It a Day”, Jeff 
Balsmeyer’s “Danny Deckchair” and “The Oyster Farmer” directed by Anna 
Reeves. In 2003 Emily was Costume Designer on Cate Shortland’s film 
“Somersault” with Abbie Cornish and then worked with Cate again on the ABC 
mini-series “The Silence” in 2005. Other films around this time included Cherie 
Nowlan’s “Clubland” (produced by Goalpost Pictures), Ringan Ledwidge’s film 
“Gone” and “48 Shades” directed by Daniel Lepaine. In 2009 Emily was Costume 
Designer on Scott Hicks’ film “The Boys Are Back” starring Clive Owen and in the 
following year worked on Daniel Nettheim’s “The Hunter” with Willem Dafoe. 
Around this time Emily also designed costumes for the acclaimed first series of 
“My Place” produced by Penny Chapman. Emily has worked with director Tony 
Krawitz on his feature film “Dead Europe”; Jane Campion’s epic TV production 
“Top of the Lake” and with directors Glendyn Ivin and Emma Freeman on the TV 
series set in 1977 “Puberty Blues” series 1 and 2. Recent credits include the 
feature film “Strangerland”; SBS TV series “The Principal”, ABC TV series 
“Cleverman” (produced by Goalpost Pictures), the 2nd series of Jane Campion’s 
“Top of the Lake” and “Shantaram”. She is a frequent collaborator with Goalpost 
Pictures having also designed costumes for “I Am Woman”, directed by Unjoo 
Moon and the international box office hit “The Invisible Man” (produced with 
Blumhouse Productions), directed by Leigh Whannell. 

 
MAKE-UP/HAIR DESIGNER – WENDY DE WAAL 
Wendy de Waal was one of Australia’s most creative hair and makeup designers 
with more than 25 year’s experience in media and the arts. Carmen was, sadly, 
her last film. In another life, Wendy's love of the theatre lead to co-creating a 
performance group known as The Globos, resulting in a hit show and two singles 
including Tinterella di Luna. In her early career, Wendy combined her formal 
hairdressing qualifications with a love of the creative, holding key hair and make-
up roles in film productions like “Travelling North” and “Young Einstein”, as well 
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as, major national advertising campaigns and theatre projects. Wendy's career 
lead her to working on a diverse range film productions, with hair and make-up 
credits including “Moulin Rouge”, “Matrix Reloaded” & “Revolutions”, “Star 
Wars”, “Suburban Mayhem”, “Superman Returns”, “Goddess”, “The Sapphires”, 
“Wolverine”, “Accidents Happen”, “The Tree”, “Burning Man”, “Goddess”, “The 
Railway Man” and “Son of a Gun”. 

 
EDITOR – DANY COOPER 
Dany Cooper is one of Australia’s best-known and most respected editors with an 
enviable body of work across film and television. Dany's recent credits include “I 
Am Woman” (dir. Unjoo Moon, 2019), the Helen Reddy biopic, for Goalpost 
Pictures which bowed at the 2019 Toronto International Film Festival and 
debuted on Stan in 2020. Dany received an AACTA Award nomination for Best 
Editing in a Feature Film for her work on the film. She also edited “The Drover’s 
Wife” (2022), an adaptation of the critically acclaimed stage play for director 
Leah Purcell and Bunya Productions, and Blue Tongue Films’ “Judy + Punch” (dir. 
Mirrah Foulkes, 2019), which earned Dany her tenth ASE Award nomination as 
well as an AACTA nomination - it had its world premiere at the 2019 Sundance 
Film Festival. Dany edited Causeway Film’s “Cargo” (dir. Ben Howling, Yolanda 
Ramke/ Causeway Films, 2018); Simon Baker’s Breath (See Pictures, 2018), for 
which she earned an AACTA nomination for Best Editing in a Feature Film and 
won the ASE Award in the same category. Other credits include Neil Armfield’s 
“Holding the Man” (2015) with Goalpost Pictures, “Deadline Gallipoli” (dir. 
Michael Rymer/ Matchbox Pictures, 2015), series one and two of “Redfern Now” 
(Dir. Catriona McKenzie, Wayne Blair/ Blackfella Films, 2013) and the series 
“Puberty Blues” (dir. Glendyn Ivin/ Souther Star, 2013). Dany edited the hit film 
“The Sapphires” for Goalpost Pictures (dir. Wayne Blair, 2012), which screened at 
Cannes 2012 and opened MIFF as well as screening at Telluride and Toronto in 
which she received an ASE Award Nomination and won the AACTA Award for Best 
Editing. She was nominated for a 2004 Emmy Award for her work on the TV 
miniseries “Battlestar Galactica” (dir. Michael Rymer/ Sci-Fi Channel) for 
Universal Pictures. Other US work includes television pilot “Haunted USA” 
(Paramount/ Viacom, 2002), “Queen of the Damned” (dir. Michael Rymer/ 
Warner Bros., 2002), “The Monkey’s Mask” (dir. Samantha Lang/ Arena Films, 
2000), and “In Too Deep” (dir. Michael Rymer, 1999) for Miramax. Dany was 
nominated for AFI Awards for “The Well” (dir. Samantha Lang/ Southern Star, 
1997), “Candy” (dir. Neil Armfield/ Sherman Pictures, 2005), Beneath Hill 60 
(dir. Jeremy Sims/ Paramount, 2009), which won the Film Critics Circle of 
Australia Award and the ASE Award and Angel Baby (dir. Michael Rymer/ 
Meridian Films, 1994), for which Dany won the AFI Award. She was also 
nominated for an AACTA Award for “Oranges and Sunshine” (dir. Jim Loach/ 
SeeSaw Films, 2010) starring Emily Watson for which she also received an IF 
nomination and won the ASE Award. Her other Australian credits include the Stan 
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original series “The Commons” (dir. Jeffrey Walker, 2019), “December Boys” (dir. 
Rod Hardy/ Becker Films, 2006), “Hey Hey It’s Esther Blueburger” (dir. Cathy 
Randall/ EB Productions, 2008) and “Australia” (additional editor – dir. Baz 
Luhrmann/ 20th Century Fox, 2008). Dany’s upcoming feature credits include 
“Blaze” (Causeway Films, 2021), the debut feature film of acclaimed visual artist 
Del Kathryn Barton. Dany is currently editing the highly anticipated series 
adaptation of the acclaimed novel, “The Lost Flowers of Alice Hart” (dir. Glendyn 
Ivin). The series is being produced by Made Up Stories for Amazon Studios, and 
stars Sigourney Weaver. 

 
MUSIC DIRECTOR - MATTHEW DUNKLEY 
Grammy nominated Matt Dunkley is the UK's, and indeed one of the world’s, 
leading orchestrators, arrangers and conductors, who has also managed to develop 
a successful parallel career as a talented film, TV and theatre composer. He has 
worked on over 200 movies, including; “No Time To Die”, “Judy, Stan & Ollie”, 
“Vice”, “Black Swan”, “Inception”, “Loving Vincent”, Mission Impossible: “Rogue 
Nation” and “Fallout”, “Noah”, “The Great Gatsby”, “World War Z”, “Moulin 
Rouge”, “Batman: The Dark Knight” and “The Dark Knight Rises”, Pirates of the 
Caribbean” 3&4:”On Stranger Tides” /”At Worlds End”, “Ray”, “Kung Fu Panda” 2 
&3, “The Incredible Hulk”, “Love Actually”, “The Road”, The Quiet American, The 
Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor, The Bone Collector, Iron Man, “Elizabeth: 
The Golden Age”, “World Trade Center”, “The Assassination of Jesse James”, and 
video games including “Halo 4”, “Beyond: Two Souls” and “Halo 5”. Matt has 
worked with pop/rock acts such as Billie Eilish (his co arrangement of her Bond 
song No Time To Die reached number 1 in the UK Charts and won a Grammy 
award), U2, Sam Smith, Massive Attack, Rufus Wainwright, Radiohead, Patti Smith, 
Tom Jones, Elliot Smith, Badly Drawn Boy, Biffy Clyro, Dido, Jamelia, Nick Cave, 
The Pet Shop Boys, Editors, Catatonia, Lianne La Havas, Emeli Sandé and Goldie as 
well as classical artists, Kronos Quartet, Jose Carreras, Luciano Pavarotti, Russell 
Watson, Vanessa Mae and Il Divo. He has conducted all of the  UK’s top orchestras, 
including The London Philharmonic Orchestra, The London Symphony Orchestra 
and The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, as well as, international ensembles such as 
The Los Angeles Philharmonic (at The Hollywood Bowl), The Sydney Symphony 
Orchestra (at the Sydney Opera House), The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and 
numerous top studio orchestras and choirs internationally Matt has scored feature 
films including: “The Four Musketeers”, directed by Pierre Aknine and starring 
Emmanuelle Béart and the action thriller “Storm Force (Windkracht 10)”, directed 
by Hans Herbots. He has also scored a number of network series for British 
Television including “Spirit Warriors”, “I Saw You”, “Rescue Me”, “Safe as Houses” 
and “Number 13”, as well as music for major adverts and production libraries. For 
the theatre, he wrote and arranged all the music for the ground-breaking arena 
version of “Peter Pan: The Neverending Story” and he has also written “Flanders 
Fields” and “Cinderella” for theatrical productions in Belgium, Singapore and the 
Middle East. In 2016 he released his critically acclaimed debut solo album, Six 
Cycles, which reached the Top 20 in the UK Classical Charts and featured as part of 
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a contemporary dance work, Meta, by Charlotte Edmonds for the Royal Ballet 
Covent Garden in London, and as part of the score for the French movie La Fete Des 
Meres. Matt’s second solo album, Cycles 7-16, was released in January 2018, music 
from which has been used in the Michael Moore documentary Fahrenheit 11/9. His 
3rd solo album “Pictures at an Exhibition” will be released autumn 2021 on the 
Pias label. He regularly works with many of the most exciting names in film 
composition today – including Nicholas Britell, Hans Zimmer, Marco Beltrami and 
Ramin Djawadi. 
 
SONGWRITER – TAURA STINSON 
Taura Stinson is a singer/songwriter/composer who was born in Birmingham, 
Alabama and raised in Oakland, CA. Her early career includes having written 
songs for a myriad of artists and producers including Destiny’s Child, Deborah 
Cox, Andre 3000, Dr. Dre, Kanye West and fellow Oakland native Raphael Saadiq. 
Taura and Saadiq collaborated on various projects together, including Kelis, 
British recording artist Paloma Faith, Trombone Shorty, and multiple songs on 
Earth, Wind & Fire’s Illumination album, which garnered a Grammy nomination 
for the song “Show Me The Way”. Taura’s very first film soundtrack placement 
was on the first instalment of the insanely successful Men in Black franchise and 
after years of writing pop and R&B, she re-centered her focus back to film and tv 
music as well creating records as an A&R for Music World’s and BET’s Sunday 
Best. Her first project rendered a Grammy Win for Gospel recording artist 
LeAndria Johnson’s single “Jesus”. Soon after, Taura was promoted to director of 
A&R and with the help of  her team, released a stream of #1 Gospel hits for the 
label. In 2017, Taura, Raphael and Laura Karpman collaborated on “Jump,” the 
end title song for the film Step performed actress/singer Cynthia Erivo. “Jump” 
has since won both a Critics Choice Award and HMMA for best song in a 
documentary. She also co-wrote and arranged various songs for the cult favorite 
TV show “The Underground”, including her own single “Gossypium Thorns 
(Freedom)” which was featured on the Emmy Award nominated episode “Minty.” 
She and Raphael, along with Mary J. Blige, were also nominated for an Academy 
Award for their song “Mighty River” for the Netflix film “Mudbound”. Taura was 
the lyricist for” Rio 2” starring Jamie Foxx and Anne Hathaway and she also co-
wrote and produced a song for rock legend Steven Tyler for the animated film 
Epic, starring Beyonce. Her extensive catalogue has also included co-writing and 
producing various songs for the Christmas musical film “Black Nativity” starring 
Jennifer Hudson, Forest Whitaker, Angela Bassett and Jacob Latimore. Taura’s 
latest works include original songs for Disney’s “Better Nate Than Ever” and 
“Cheaper By The Dozen” featuring Brandi and her daughter Sy’rai. She also 
recently contributed to Ryan Reynolds/Maximum Effort’s viral Match.com 
advertisement, “Get Back to Love”, which she co-wrote with Benj Pasek, Justin 
Paul and Shane McAnally. Additionally, she collaborated with composer Nicholas 
Britell on the Cruella theme, Just Look Up with Ariana Grande and Kid Cudi from 
the film “Don’t Look Up”. Taura wrote and produced several songs for season 2 of 
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Apple TV’s “Central Park” and co-wrote the theme song, among others, for 
Disney/Marvel’s “Moon Girl and Devil Dinosaur”. Taura is also a librettist, 
penning her first Opera “On the Edge” with composer Laura Karpman for the St. 
Louis Opera. On the literary front, Taura’s first film 19SeventyFree premiered at 
Tribeca in 2021. Taura is also an independent author whose first book 100 Things 
Every Black Girl Should Know was awarded the In the Margins Award, an award 
given by an association of librarians to at-risk youth. 

 
SONGWRITER – JULIETA VENEGAS 
Julieta Venegas is an American-born Mexican singer, songwriter, 
instrumentalist and producer. Venegas plays 17 instruments including 
acoustic guitar, accordion and keyboard. In 1997, shereleased her debut 
album Aquí. Her next production Bueninvento, also produced by Gustavo 
Santaolalla, was praised by international critics and named the third best 
album in the history of Spanish Rock by Rolling Stone. In later years, she 
positioned herself as one of the most prominent songwriters in Latin pop by 
achieving fame in 2003 in Latin America and Spain with the album Sí and 
singles "Andar Conmigo" and "Algo está cambiando" which were positioned 
at the top of Latin Billboard. In 2006, she released her most successful 
album Limón y Sal which is her best-selling album to date. Limón y Sal 
achieved Platinum status in several countries, including the worldwide hit 
"Me Voy", which was certified Gold in Mexico. Her first live album MTV 
Unplugged, sold more than 400,000 digital copies and thus obtained a 
diamond certification in Mexico. With Sony Music, Venegas released her 
fifth studio album, Otra Cosa (2010). She released her sixth studio album Los 
Momentos (2013), with which she moved to indie pop. Her seventh studio 
album Algo Sucede debuted at number 1 on the Latin Pop Albums chart. Since 
2017 she resides in Buenos Aires, where she debuted as a theater actress in 
the play “La Enamorada” by Argentinian writer Santiago Loza and released 
the album La Enamorada with themes based on the play. Julieta has been a 
member of several bands including Mexican ska band Tijuana No! It is 
estimated that she has sold 30 million records worldwide. Throughout her 
career she has earned six Latin Grammy Awards, seven MTV Awards, seven 
Broadcast Music, Inc. Awards, five VEVO Certified, three Oye! Awards, two 
Billboard Music Awards, plus other 100 awards received. She has also been 
awarded the accolades Master of Latin Music Award at the Berklee College 
for her career and a Musa Award in honor of her compositions. 

 

DR. EDGAR GÓMEZ CRUZ – CULTURAL CONSULTANT 
Dr. Edgar Gómez Cruz is a Senior Lecturer in Media (Digital Cultures) at the School 
of the Arts and Media at the UNSW in Sydney, Australia. He has a background in 
media studies and anthropology and has published widely on a number of topics 
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relating to digital culture in top journals, particularly in the areas of material 
visual practices, digital ethnography and critical approaches to digital 
technologies. His recent publications include the book From Kodak Culture to 
Networked Image: An Ethnography of Digital Photography Practices (2012)”, and 
the co-edited volumes Digital Photography and Everyday Life. Empirical Studies on 
Material Visual Practices (Routledge, 2016) with Asko Lehmuskallio and Refiguring 
Techniques in Visual Digital Research (Palgrave, 2017), with Shanti Sumartojo and 
Sarah Pink. 
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